Thank you for your
interest in
A Floral Affair
Wedding and Event
Floral

Our Process
No Minimums. No Boundaries. Just Creativity.
Pricing

A Floral Affair is a Studio based Event Company.
Flowers are purchased for each Event and brought
in for the week at hand, allowing the freshest
possible materials and closest attention to detail.
Booking A Floral Affair
How to Reserve your Day

Proposals

A Floral Affair works specifically to the
Client’s Budget. The scale of design
will mimic the Budget. A Floral Affair
does not itemize.
The number of flowers allowed by
the Budget will be purchased
creating the Flower Pool. The Client
decides what is made . Should
additional items need to be added,
the floral will come from the Pool;
making the scale of designs smaller;
however, adding no additional cost.
The only time a Budget changes is
when the Client decides to increase
or decrease it.

A consultation will be necessary
for a written proposal. Three
pieces of information are
necessary for a Consultation.
1) Inspiration Photos
2) List of Items Needed
3) Budget
Once a proposal is written and
received, should it not be
accepted or held within the
allotted number of days (30) the
date is opened up to other
potential Clients.
*At most 3 Event slots are
available per day

Return to A Floral Affair
PO Box 6163 Gardnerville, NV
89460
1) A Signed and Dated Service
Agreement
2) 50% Retainer
(Cash, Money Order, or Personal
Check accepted)
*Changes can be made up to 30
days prior to an event
* Remaining balance is due 30 days
before the event

To set up a Consultation
call 775-881-8051 or
email AFloralAffair.KJS@GMAIL.COM
www.AFloralAffairKJS.com
/AFloralAffair.KJS

afloral_kjs

Getting Started
WHAT/WHO DO I NEED TO BUY FOR?
THINGS TO CONSIDER BEFORE YOUR FLORAL CONSULTATION
Bouquets:

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT
PERSONAL FLOWERS
WHO WILL BE HONORED AT
THE WEDDING?

Boutonnieres:

Bridal Bouquet:___

Groom:___

Toss Bouquet:___

Best Man:___

Hair Flowers:___

Groomsmen:___
Fathers:___

Maid of honor:___

Grandfathers:___

Bridesmaids:___

Ushers:___

Jr. Bridesmaids:___

Ring Bearer:___

Flower Girl:___

Male Officiate:___

Corsages:

Miscellaneous:

Mothers:___

Special Pets:___

Grandmothers:___

Sponsors:___

Female Officiate:___

Siblings not in the wedding
party:___

Can you take advantage of the natural surrounding or

CEREMONY
TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION
THE NATURAL AMBIANCE OF
THE SPACE
HOW SOON BEFORE THE THE
CEREMONY WILL YOUR
VENUE ALLOW YOUR
VENDORS INTO SETUP?

do you need to bring in something to achieve your
vision?
Does your Venue provide an Arch, Pedestals, etc. to
help you achieve your look or will you need to rent
these items?
In your overall vision what does the front, middle, and
back of the Ceremony space look like?
Down the aisle, do you see petals on the ground,
flowers hanging from the seating, a pair or
arrangements at the entrance?
Is there a way to re purpose or transform the flowers

RECEPTION
HOW SOON BEFORE THE
RECEPTION WILL YOUR VENUE
ALLOW YOUR VENDORS TO
SETUP?
WHEN DOES THE EVENT END?
WHO WILL BE CLEANING UP
AND RETURNING THE RENTAL
ITEMS?

775-881-8051
www.AFloralAffairKJS.com
AFloralAffair.KJS@gmail.com

from other spaces? Can you use the bridal party
bouquets to decorate other tables- as centerpieces,
head table decoration, etc.? Could an arch
arrangement be placed on head/sweetheart table?
Could the toss bouquet set on the Cake Table until you
need it?
Who will move/transition the flowers?
What will you do with the flowers at the end of the
event?
Sweetheart Table/ Head Table:___

Welcome:___

Guest Table:___

Signage:___

Seating Chart/Escort Table:___

Cake/Dessert:___

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR BOUQUETS
how to get the most out of your floral

TO PROPERLY CARE
FOR BOUQUETS
Keep the flowers in a cool and well ventilated spot out of direct
sunlight and away from heat. We highly recommend customers
store flowers at temperatures below 65 degrees. As a general

TIPS FOR BOUQUETS
Always remember to wipe off the bottoms
of the stems to avoid a belly water spot
on the Gown

rule of thumb: the cooler the temperature, the slower the
flowers will open and the longer they will last.
Should one place the flowers in a refrigerator, it must be
warmer than 40 degrees. You should know the refrigerator
and keep the flowers away from any cool spots, as this can
freeze the flowers and turn them brown and undesirable.
Generally, a good place is in the front on the top shelf. DO NOT
PLACE FLOWERS IN A FREEZER.
Avoid placing flowers near heating or cooling vents, under
ceiling fans or on the tops of televisions or radiators (placing
flowers on or near these objects can cause the flower to
become dehydrated). Avoid placing flowers close to fruit or
vegetables

For photos and while walking down the aisle,
it is suggested a bouquet be held with arms
extended at the belly button.
Reasons to do so:
1) To not cover bodice decor or faces
2) Arms get heavy trying to hold something up
as oppose to loose and relaxed
3) Prettier arms in photos- less stick figure
looking

A Floral Affair is not responsible for:
Negligent misuse of Floral Items {For
example: Laying Bridal Bouquets on the
ground, Tossing or Throwing about any
floral item, bouquets out of water}

Keep the flowers hydrated. Place all stems in vases filled with
fresh cool water when not in use. (Before and after the
wedding.) Should you have the opportunity to recut the stems
with sharp pruning shears, you should do so. Spritzing the
flower tops with water can help hydrate the bouquet.

We strongly advise a tight 2.5 hour delivery window
prior to an event, as well as the coolest holding
temperature possible: preferably above 40 degrees and
below 65 degrees.

-Do not lay flowers down on their head or sides; doing so will
crease, bruise, and brown your flowers.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR
PERSONAL FLOWERS
how to get the most out of your floral

TIPS FOR PERSONAL
FLOWERS
These flowers generally last 4 hour. The flowers do not have a
water source and because they are pinned on the body they
generally will last through pictures, the ceremony, and most of
the reception. The wear of the flowers also makes a
considerably difference. They should be pinned on as close to

HOW TO PIN ON
A CORSAGE
A Corsage is pinned with placement on the right
shoulder/lapel. Two pins are provided to properly
secure the corsage. The first, to be placed about
an inch from the top of the Corsage, and the
second, an inch from the bottom of the corsage.
These pins are both horizontally placed.

"Go Time" as possible and kept in a cool place until so.
Refrigeration is the best option. Minimal handling is suggested.

HOW TO PIN ON A
BOUTONNIERE
A Boutonniere is pinned on the left lapel of the
Tuxedo/Suit Jacket. It is always suggested to use 2
pins; one to run straight up and down, and
another to counter any sideways movement.

Because a wedding has lots of emotions
running, often times many hugs are given.
The wearer of the Boutonniere or
Corsage should always tuck the flower
bearing shoulder back as to not squish the
flower. This will prevent extra bruising,
creasing to the flower, as well as any
color transfer to the garment.
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FLORAL FYI
how to get the most out of your floral

TULIPS

HYDRANGEA

grow after being cut, their stems can grow up to an inch

likely tendency to wilt in heat and especially out of

when placed in water or heat. Heat also attributes to this

water. Preserved Hydrangea is recommended to

nature. The flowers do not wilt, they naturally "droop"

assure perkiness for Outdoor Venues and Bridal

and are unpredictable.

Bouquets. Indoor Receptions with Air Conditioning

are Phototropic: The use light as energy and the stems

do not like dry Nevada climate. They have a more

Systems will provide a stable environment for fresh

GARDENIA

have a natural creamy hue. The petals of the flower;
however, will turn brown with the natural oils in skin.
Avoid touching the petals at all costs to avoid brown
spots.

blooms. It is the recommendation of A Floral Affair to
stay within the guidelines; however, will do as the
Client wishes, with the understanding of the nature of
the flower.

PETAL RUST

There is a difference between rotting "dead" flowers

DYED FLOWERS

have the possibility to leak dye from the stem. A Floral

Affair uses a construction technique to prevent this
possibility; however, there are no guarantees. Abrasive
rubbing of the flower has also been known to transfer
color. The client is advised to take preventative

and wilting vs. Petal Rust and natural bending of the
stems. A Floral Affair will not deliver flowers in a less
than fresh quality. Any naturally occurring rust
(browning of petals, often seen on roses) or natural
bending of the stems is unavoidable and can be
present.

measures.
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